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The basic principles 
of the architecture 
in Gammalstorp 
Architecture manifesto 
We have established a vision and several basic principles for how the architecture of Gammalstorp 
should be.  

 

First of all, the architecture will be combined with the rhythm of the landscape, and the houses 
will coexist with the trees of the forest. Inspired by ancient Japanese forest temples, we place 
small clusters of buildings in the spaces that naturally exist between the trees and the stones.  As 
for Japanese traditions, it is about living with nature and not against it. And the buildings are lifted 
free of the ground of the forest. We do this to avoid a heavy foundation. In this way, we create 
space for forest biodiversity to live undisturbed. 

 

The design is modern Scandinavian with contact with nature. It's about showing the quality of the 
good natural materials.  

 

 

 

Between the trees 
In the village landscape, the tree is 

ubiquitous, the rhythm  

organically organises the landscape. 

The crowns of the tree condense the celestial body 

gradually through the village and moving 

as a whole. 

The tree is both physically sensual and 

inspiring. We use the tree as 

metaphor for reading social or 

architectural contexts through 

the scales of the tree: trunks, branches and leaves. 
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Wood – an absolutely amazing material  
The houses are built entirely of wood. One of the most amazing building materials - both because 
trees renew themselves, but also because they have the unique function of binding CO2. As our 
new forest grows, more and more carbon dioxide is stored in the trees. In this way, the forest and 
the materials we extract from it play an important role in reducing the village’s negative impact on 
the climate. And not only is wood good for the climate it also has a positive impact on humans. It 
makes us feel close to nature and gives a homely feeling. Inside the cottages you get a rustic and 
calm sense of the simple life, a quality that we often miss in fast construction processes.    
 
 

 

Village Architecture 
The architecture is united with the rhythm of the trees. 

The platform and the wooden structure are the 

architectural grips and lives in interaction with the landscape's 

ubiquitous stones and trees. 

We work opportunistically towards placing 

different clusters of buildings at the intervals 

naturally created by trees and stones. 

 We see each cluster as one building. Each with their own 

reason-based grid, own identity and response to the 

surrounding. 

Like a bird's nest, the architectural grips work 

to lift us humans some distance above the ground of the forest. 

Here we avoid the heavy foundations and create space for 

biodiversity of forests to continue undisturbed. 

We work with the landscape, but are clear about 

that the village life and 

treated materials will change the forest. That is why 

our goal of paths, terraces, buildings and future 

residents together will work together to minimize the collective footprint. 
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We build houses in small clusters 
On the site, houses of different sizes are built – each in harmony with 
its surroundings. Some clusters will consist of smaller houses, other 
larger houses, or a combination of both small and large houses. We do this 
to ensure that different sizes of groups and couples can stay overnight as 
they see fit in the village.  

 

We make sure that some areas will have enough beds for a large group or family to 
spend time together in Gammalstorp. In those houses we will create a more social 
atmosphere where you can enjoy the sun at the long tables and the night sky by one of the many 
seating areas around the fire. Here you can enjoy time together as a family, and at the same time 
you can retreat to smaller rooms for quiet moments.  

 

Of course, areas are also built for more intimate and private experiences in close contact with 
nature. This is the place for those who love to read a book in peace and quiet, think, prepare 
firewood for the fire and things like that. They can retreat on a private terrace and take a walk 
along the path to the shared shelter, where they can meet their neighbors, borrow a tray or 
something else entirely. 

 

In the village there are two types of settlements  
1. 'Holiday homes' which are built in the traditional way. They are built to a high standard and are 
year-round insulated. There will be electricity and water, and the building materials will be 
primarily wood and glass. The holiday homes draw clear references to modern Scandinavian 
architecture, based on Scandinavian traditions. Providing the framework for uniting residents, 
light and nature.  

 

They come in three sizes: 30m2, 48m2 and 96m2 (all have toilet and kitchen). 

 

The holiday homes contain everything you expect from a modern building today. Designed with 
Danish architectural group Njordrum. You can read much more about Njordrum via their website: 
www.njordrum.com  

 

The houses are built in high quality and in balance between Danish design & architecture 
and Swedish craftsmanship. 
 

• Concept and design using mainly wood as material both inside and outside. Designed to 

enhance and inspire to a better connection between interior and the surrounding nature. 
• Houses are built from elements constructed at indoor facilities by the manufacturing 

partner. The process ensures a dry, safe and controlled building environment making the 
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final product with no effect from exterior weather circumstances and fast to erect and 
complete on-site. 

• Warranty: 6 month full warranty, possibility for examination after two years including repair 
still under warranty, after this warranties according to normal material and products 
warranty regulations. 

• Windows and doors with aluminum outside and pine wood inside. 
• The concept design features a framed terrasse area partly covered, providing the feeling of 

a larger interior space due to the architectural connection to the exterior area. 
• Bathrooms are covered with same light grey tile on floor and walls, to create a simple 

functional room, with attention to the delicate contrast to the white porcelain washbasin 
and toilet.  

• Ceilings and walls are finished with plywood panels, floors in oak and with doors and door 
frames in matte black painted surface. 

• Insulation according to the building regulation and to keep houses cool during summer and 
warm during winter. 

• Facades are clad with the unique and 100% toxic free, solid thermo-wood pine profile, 
designed by the architects. 

• The kitchen in black lacquered oak, is designed for the house concept and manufacturer by 
JKE. Named WOODLANDS the design mirrors the wild forest and its natural random 
composition of trees in various sizes.  

• A general detail in the houses are various details in the color black, as a delicate contrast to 
the many surfaces in wood. For example door handles, downlights, kitchens and water 
taps. 

• All installations regarding sewerage, water and electricity are carried out based on Swedish 

legislation and applicable building regulation.  
 

The houses are built by Fiskarhedenvillan. Read more about this company here: 
https://fiskarhedenvillan.se 
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Pictures of the prototype 
 

Renderings 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

2. Simple luxury houses – ‘Skovhytter’ Forest Shelter.  Here we build more experimentally, but 
of course with the clean materials wood and glass. The difference between the cottages 
and the forest houses is that the forest houses are much simpler in their 
construction. In the former houses we wrap up the construction of the house, 
whereas we see the construction in the forest houses as an important 
characteristic – not least so that we can see and touch it.  

 

Here we use other modern principles of architecture, combined with ancient building customs. 
Among other things, it is CLT (Cross Laminated Timber), where the wood is heat treated so that it 
can, for example, withstand direct contact with the elements. The houses are semi-insulated by 
10cm and are more simple in their construction. There is no plaster or paint, and there are 
significantly fewer nails and screws than in a typical construction.  
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The two common houses, the sheds and the 12-14 forest huts are built in this way. 

In the forest huts you get the closest experience to nature. Here there is only minimal electric light 
and electricity, and there is no water or heat.  

Reference images ‘Skovhytter’ 
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Shared 
In collaboration with Njordrum and the community, we will design and build a number of common 
facilities. We have outlined some ideas already but will develop them further over the coming 
months.  
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Reference images 

 

     
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


